Technology-driven methodologies to collect qualitative data among youth to inform HIV prevention and care interventions
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Abstract: The use of technology as a platform for delivering HIV prevention interventions provides an efficient opportunity to reach those at risk for HIV with targeted and timely prevention and treatment messages. Technology-delivered HIV interventions are becoming increasingly popular and include interventions that use mobile text messaging and mobile phone apps or deliver prevention messages through telehealth platforms. Community-centered approaches of intervention development can help address the potential gap between science and practice by ensuring that interventions are appropriate and driven by community needs and desires. Common approaches to gaining community input rely on qualitative data gathered through in-person focus group discussions (FGD), in-depth interviews (IDI) and youth advisory boards (YABs). While these proven methodologies have strengths, youth engagement can be limited by structural barriers (e.g., lack of transportation, inconvenient timing) and reluctance to participate due to stigma or discomfort with group settings. This results in a number of biases that limit the quality of face-to-face qualitative data collection, i.e., social desirability bias or selection biases created by differential likelihood of recruitment and attendance. As an increasing number of HIV prevention and care interventions are successfully delivered online, innovative approaches to youth engagement in virtual spaces can also be applied across the intervention lifespan to increase the quality and validity of formative data. In this paper, we describe a range of qualitative data collection techniques that can be used via online platforms to collect qualitative data, and we outline their relative advantages over face-to-face FGD or IDI. We use four case studies to highlight the methodologies and findings and provide recommendations for researchers moving forward.
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Introduction

Technology-mediated interventions and mHealth (i.e., the use of mobile platforms for medical and public health-supported interventions) provide an opportunity to reach those who experience multiple barriers to HIV prevention services (1-5). mHealth HIV interventions are becoming increasingly popular and include the use of mobile text messaging and mobile phone applications (apps), often integrating counseling techniques through telehealth or text-based messaging (6-9). In one review, Muessig et al.
Involving communities in the development of mHealth apps or online interventions can avoid a common disconnect that may occur: too often the research environment fails to incorporate the voices of the community, potentially reducing the use and effectiveness of the intervention (11). Thus, community-centered approaches to mHealth intervention development can help address the potential gap between science and practice by ensuring that interventions are culturally appropriate and driven by community needs and desires. Community voices are often best included in formative research phases, during which researchers collect data from communities of interest as an integral component in the development of culturally appropriate interventions (12). This helps to ensure that interventions are developed from community-identified needs (13,14). Ultimately, this iterative research process that centers a community’s needs and preferences may increase the uptake, adherence, and ultimate effectiveness of mHealth interventions for HIV prevention (10).

However, common approaches to gaining community input often rely on qualitative data gathered through in-person formats, for example focus group discussions (FGD) and in-depth interviews (IDI). Focus groups are typically used for generating information on participants views, opinions, and values in a collective context while IDIs (both structured and unstructured) aim to understand the unique perspectives, experiences, beliefs and motivations at the individual level (15-17). Additionally, youth advisory boards (YABs) can be seen as a special type of participatory and community-centered focus group conducted with youth on an ongoing basis (18). While these proven methodologies have numerous scientific strengths, they may be of limited utility for hearing the voices of communities who already struggle with physical, economic or cultural access to services. If communities experience barriers to accessing services, the same barriers may prevent them from being involved in face-to-face data collection methods. In particular, youth engagement can be limited by structural barriers (e.g., lack of transportation, inconvenient timing) and reluctance to participate due to stigma or discomfort with group settings or in-person, one-on-one interactions (19). This results in a number of biases that limit the quality of face-to-face qualitative data collection, i.e., social desirability bias or selection biases created by differential likelihood of recruitment and attendance (20).

With the advancement of technology, researchers have been able to adapt in-person data collection methods to the online environment and overcome some of the limitations of traditional in-person methods (21-23). The use of online methods has almost exclusively involved using the same techniques in a digital space: that is, conducting FGD or IDI online. However, digital environments offer a range of possibilities for innovative data collection techniques. In this paper, we describe a range of qualitative data collection techniques that can be used via online platforms to collect qualitative data to guide youth-centered interventions, and we outline their relative advantages and disadvantages to online versus face-to-face FGD or IDI. We then use four case studies to highlight the methodologies and findings. We conclude with a series of recommendations for researchers considering online formative qualitative data collection.

**Online focus groups**

Focus groups are usually conducted in face-to-face group settings; however, online focus groups are increasingly used with adolescents and young adults (24). During an online focus group, a moderator poses a question in audio, written, or video format using a web-based platform (e.g., FocusGroupIt). Group members then have the opportunity to respond and interact with one another through either talking or typing their replies (25). There are two general types of online focus group methodologies: asynchronous and synchronous. In asynchronous focus groups, a moderator posts a question and participants have the opportunity to respond at their own pace such that all participants are not required to be online at the same time. Synchronous focus groups are typically conducted with a group of participants who log on for a given amount of time and communicate in real time with one another through chat rooms or, more recently, web conferencing technology (26).
Case study #1: test rehearsal asynchronous online focus groups

Test Rehearsal is an online intervention designed to increase HIV self-testing for young men who have sex with men (YMSM) and transgender youth (aged 14–19). The intervention was designed to provide YMSM and transgender youth with a virtual HIV self-testing experience through the use of avatars, animations and a play-through story design. To inform development, two online asynchronous focus groups were conducted to elicit youth perspectives around barriers and facilitators to HIV testing, perceptions of testing, in general, and self-testing specifically, including discussions around participants’ perceived ability and strategies to cope with a positive diagnosis outside a clinical setting.

Between September through December 2016, ten youth (mean age: 17.7 years) were recruited through posts on LGBTQI Facebook groups, Tumblrs, and via emails to nationwide LGBTQI organizations and local university campus-based LGBTQI listservs to participate in two asynchronous focus groups. Groups were conducted using a password protected Wordpress forum site designed specifically for the study. Youth were advised to choose an anonymous profile name that could not be linked to their real name or other online usernames. A moderator from the research team posted questions on the forum twice each day, in the morning and afternoon, for a total of 3 days. Participants were instructed to visit the board at least twice a day to respond to moderator questions and interact in discussions with other group members.

Participation was high with all participants responding at least once per day over the course of the 3-day group with most (80%), responding to both daily posted questions. Groups were successful in generating important data to guide the translation of the self-testing scenario into digital content- including providing concrete recommendations for increasing self-testing and for ensuring the intervention included clear and explicit steps to engage in care if testing positive. Barriers to participation (e.g., 12 youth completed screening and consent but did not participate) and low engagement with racial/ethnic minority and transgender youth (e.g., 90% identified as gay, 70% were White) were identified as limitations.

Case study #2: iTech youth advisory council (YAC) synchronous online focus groups

The University of North Carolina/Emory Center for Innovative Technology (iTech) is a National Institutes of Health cooperative agreement as part of the Adolescent Medicine Trials Network for HIV/AIDS Interventions (ATN). iTech aims to impact the HIV epidemic by conducting innovative, interdisciplinary research on technology-based interventions across the HIV prevention and care continuum for adolescents and young adults in the United States (27). To ensure sustained youth involvement in iTech protocols, iTech uses online FGD methodologies to engage YAB members across eight geographically diverse iTech sites to participate in a monthly YAC meeting through video conferencing. Youth between the ages of 15–24 years of age were nominated by their local YABs to serve on the council. iTech’s YAC is a structured forum for solicitation of input regarding research priorities, protocol vetting, study implementation and discussion of research challenges for youth directly impacted by iTech studies. YAC meetings are also used as an opportunity for education, training and discussion of results and strategies for dissemination of research findings. Youth across the country call in via videoconference using ZOOM, a HIPAA-compliant cloud-hosted service that allows youth to video-call into meetings without creating a login or having to download an app. The meetings are planned and facilitated by two iTech staff members in the same age range with expertise in youth engagement. Staff members take notes on the content of the discussions. Youth can access ZOOM from their phones, tablets or computers.

YAC meetings began in June of 2017 and have been held consistently to date. The YAC has provided feedback on all 11 iTech protocols. Each month, five key takeaways from the meeting are posted on the iTech website (see Figure 1). Meetings conducted using videoconferencing represents a low-cost means to engage youth from diverse geographic locations thereby enhancing the research teams’ ability to gain meaningful input on an ongoing basis. YAC members have reported that the convenience of having videoconference meetings allows them to stay engaged even if they are busy. Members have been able to build rapport with one another and with iTech staff due to having: a consistent meeting schedule, a group text chat, and by being able to catch up with one another and socialize at the end of the call.

Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing involves a group of people completing a task through an open call and answering questions.
Crowdsourcing rests on the premise that community members who work together collaboratively will be more efficient and effective than any one individual (28). For more than a decade, there has been an increase in the use of crowdsourcing within the private sector (29). More recently, crowdsourcing has been used with adolescents and young adults (30). While a number of crowdsourcing approaches exist, open contests are the most common. Contests often occur on online platforms and are a form of crowdsourcing whereby contributions are generated from an audience to help solve a problem, entries are judged by a panel of experts and finalists are celebrated with a prize and/or recognition (31). Online crowdsourcing, which can be conducted anonymously, has been used by UNAIDS to engage nearly 3,500 youth from 79 countries in decision making for HIV programming and policies and has been used for the adaptation, development, and implementation of numerous other health interventions including those for MSM (32,33). A recent scoping review concluded that crowdsourcing can be an effective tool for informing the design and implementation of HIV and sexual health interventions (34).

**Case study #3: tough talks crowdsourced online contest**

Tough Talks is an online intervention focused on enabling YMSM to practice disclosing their HIV serostatus to sex partners through the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) driven role-playing scenarios (35). To provide authentic and realistic disclosure dialogues including in the intervention, we solicited online submissions from YMSM in the form of comic book dialogues. An online submission platform was developed which included eight comic book panels, each with some introductory text (story starters) to provide context for and initiate a disclosure dialogue. For example, one panel began with the following: “WTF text: You’ve hooked up with this guy a couple times, usually when you see him out. It’s very casual. You receive a text from him. Hey. My friend just told me you’re poz. WTF. Why didn’t you tell me???” Participants were advised to fill in the rest of the disclosure conversation based on their own or others’ personal experiences. A panel with no introductory text was also included to encourage original submissions. The contest ran for 8 weeks and was advertised on social media (e.g., Facebook, Grindr, Jack’d) to ensure a diverse set of entries. Eligibility criteria included: (I) age 16–29 years; (II) assigned male sex at birth; (III) identify as a man who has sex with other men; (IV) owns a mobile device or has access to a laptop or desktop computer; and (V) able to understand, read, and speak English. The website provided specific submission instructions, including entry eligibility (e.g., must include intelligible dialogue) and a brief tutorial.

![Figure 1 iTech youth advisory council synchronous online focus groups.](image-url)
on the submission process. Multiple entries were allowed and encouraged. A total of 53 submissions were received (Figure 2 for example). Overall, there were 16 daily winners, four weekly winners and one grand prize winner (as judged by the study team and members of the iTech YAC). User-created dialogue and utterances from the contest were incorporated into the AI-driven disclosure conversations, ultimately creating more realistic scenarios for role-playing within the Tough Talks intervention.

**Participant-empowered visual timelines**

Participant-empowered data collection methods often include the production of visual representations of a social or health problem or use cues to guide the interview process (e.g., body mapping, photo voice) (36-38). Visualization activities are often accompanied by a series of prompts or guidelines from the researcher; however, the participant is empowered to create their own visual representation of the data, which allows for active engagement in the social or health problem (36). Participants control the visual representation of their narrative. Interviewers can use the visual representation to ask the participant to provide more depth: for example, asking the participant to look closely at the image they have created and talk about patterns they may see in their behavior. The creation of visual aids can be useful in providing more depth and context beyond an individual’s spoken or written words (39,40). Typically, visual aids in qualitative research have included drawings, photography, and film (36,41). Visual timelines or life-history calendars are a promising means of creating visual cues to help increase autobiographical memory (42) and enhance the complexity and nuances of the data (36). Visual timelines are typically presented in the form of a calendar with cues for important domains or timing of events to visually understand the sequence of events over a given period of time (42).

**Case study #4: we prevent visualization timelines**

“We Prevent” is an iTech ATN project that seeks to develop and pilot a relationship skills-building HIV prevention intervention for YMSM and their male partners (43). The first phase of the project involved IDIs to refine the intervention content. All IDIs were conducted online through HIPAA secure video chat software. During the IDIs, participants created a visual relationship timeline using virtual stickers to develop an overview of their
recent dating and relationship history (36, 43). The IDI followed a structured process whereby participants placed stickers on the timeline in response to questions about their feelings, desires, and communication. Participants added non-identifying nicknames for up to 5 “sexual and/or romantic partners” who were “significant or memorable;” however, participants defined “significant or memorable” for themselves. Participants were guided through their relationship history and answered questions about each of their relationships by applying stickers with predetermined labels to the timelines. For example, participants use “relationship tag” stickers with definitions (e.g., boyfriend, friend with benefits) and “emotion tag” stickers for each partner (e.g., trust, disrespected). The interviewer then asks follow-up questions about why certain terms were chosen and inquires about comparisons between relationships.

Between June and November 2018, 30 young men were recruited through social media (e.g., Facebook, Instagram) and completed online interviews. Participants ranged in age from 15 to 19 (mean age: 17.81) and 48% identified as people of color. Most of the young men identified as gay (83%) or bisexual (13%), and, had been with their partner for less than six months (55%). Participants reported no difficulties in conducting the timeline process, and the opportunity to create a visual representation of their relationships was universally met with enthusiasm by participants (see Figure 3 for example). The relationship timelines were useful in facilitating conversations around relationship characteristics and challenges. Central themes emerging from the timeline process included a lack of communication or implicit assumptions many young men had around sexual agreements (i.e., the rules for permitting sex with other partners), discussing sexual boundaries and consent, the added strain on relationships due to stigma and family rejection, and developmental changes in relationship and personal goals (e.g., future goals and expectations surrounding autonomy and independence could hinder relationship commitment). These themes emerged in several ways enabled by the timeline process. First, participants could write issues onto the timeline and tag them to their relationships. Second, participants could reflect on the timeline they created and talk through

Figure 3 Participant-empowered visual timelines.
patterns they observed (e.g., lack of communication with partners) or observe consistent gaps (e.g., concerns over boundary setting in relationships). Consistent with prior studies (36), the visual timelines added a deeper understanding of the relationship and HIV prevention needs of YMSM while easing participant discomfort with sensitive topics. The timeline process intentionally used visual cues that were discrete and allowed participants to describe their relationships and sexual lives on their own terms.

Discussion

Beyond facilitating intervention delivery, technology can serve as a platform for community-centered formative data collection, mitigating the limitations of in-person methods, and potentially increasing access to diverse, and geographically dispersed youth. Collecting formative data online also ensures that researchers are collecting data in the same space, and among the same potential users, as interventions will be delivered. There are numerous advantages to each of these online qualitative methodologies. First, online FGDs and IDIs do not require finding and paying for a physical setting for the research to take place, saving researchers and participants time and money (44). Second, online platforms that are text-only, such as asynchronous FGDs do not require hiring transcribers and individuals to double-check for accuracy since the transcripts are produced by participants as they type (45). Third, online qualitative data collection methods have the potential to engage participants from diverse geographical regions, given the high levels of internet use in the United States (46). Fourth, participants may be more likely to disclose “sensitive topics” given the anonymity and convenience of the online platform (47). Web-conferencing software can also provide participants the ability to turn off their camera if they feel any discomfort with the sensitive topics: they may be more comfortable speaking or writing their stories if they are not being observed. From participants’ perspective, the reported advantages include being able to participate at a time and location most convenient to them, more time to think about their feelings before crafting a response (in asynchronous methods), and some people prefer to express themselves in writing (44,48). Studies have found that the quality of data in online qualitative methods, specifically online FGDs to be comparable to face-to-face methods (49), and produce rich data (50), and high levels of group interactivity (51).

Despite the many advantages, there are some notable challenges to conducting online qualitative data collection. Each of these methodologies requires access to the internet and a certain degree of computer literacy. Participants may have difficulty logging on and some participants may be low in technology literacy or have limited access to a computer or smart phone. It may also be challenging to build rapport or to follow visual cues using these platforms. For some participants, the anonymity provided by online methodologies may actually serve as a barrier to being able to fully engage and some participants may desire physical contact to ease rapport building that comes from being in the same physical space as someone else. Researchers have engaged in a number of strategies to overcome challenges with access to the internet and computer literacy, such as partnering with healthcare organizations and community agencies to provide internet access (27).

There are also particular challenges for the different online methods described above. In online FGDs, specifically asynchronous focus groups, researchers may miss non-verbal cues that may lead participants and the researcher to misunderstand one another or lose the nuances that are conveyed through body language, limiting the moderator’s ability to ask follow-up questions (52,53). Although prior research has found comparable data generated from online and in-person FGDs (54), other research has shown that participants may contribute shorter comments and write fewer words in online FGDs as compared to conducted in-person (55). An online platform can also negatively impact the group dynamic (22,25) since some participants may be less engaged and there may be more time between responses to prompts (56). Participants also have more time to carefully construct their responses or edit their responses to a question or prompt, which may obscure the richness of an in-person discussion (46). Heated exchanges and rapid topic changes can make it difficult for a participant to follow (25,57). To overcome these concerns, it is critical that the moderator set and present ground rules to participants and closely monitor the questions and responses (25,57). There may also be more dropouts either before beginning the group or during and people may sign up but not attend (58), as was seen in Test Rehearsal and have been reported in the past (59,60). However, this issue is not universal with online FGDs. For example, Dubois et al. [2015] (61) was able to successfully enroll 80 adolescent males 14-18 years of age who, identified as gay, bisexual, or queer into 4 asynchronous focus groups. Among the 80 participants enrolled, 75 (94%) logged in and participated at
least once/day over the course of the 3-day group; 64 (80%) responded to at least one question in all 6 sessions (61).

Crowdsourcing contests have similar limitations to other online modalities. Most notably, participants need to have higher literacy levels and access to computers, phones, or tablets with internet capability to enter their materials for the contest. Crowdsourcing contests require ensuring that responses to contests are from the specific demographic groups of interest (30). This may be a challenge when contestants may not want to disclose sensitive information about themselves (e.g., HIV status). It can also be difficult to identify which unique user accessed contest materials across different sites (30). For example, a person may visit Twitter and Instagram with different usernames and this would count as two unique users rather than one user. Some projects have hosted in-person events where individuals can submit entries and/or mail their entries (33). Thus, there may be a need to allow for a combination of modalities for contest entries, as well as identify software programs that can identify unique users across different social media sites to accurately capture user engagement.

The use of visualization timelines in online IDIs has the potential to produce rich data and insights into a participant’s life, as was seen in We Prevent. There is more opportunity to build rapport during IDIs than other online modalities such as FGDs and crowdsourcing. However, visualization timelines are more time intensive such that they require the researcher to walk through the prompts and carefully attend to participants’ stories with follow-up prompts (36). The researcher needs to be thoroughly trained in the protocol to ensure that they can be flexible for participants who may have difficulty describing their life narrative. Prior research has shown that some participants are able to go through the timeline in a systematic manner whereas others may narrate their own stories in a non-linear manner and add further complexity (36). Although this is a strength of this modality, the researcher must be able to allow for these deviations and help participants describe their experiences in their own way. It is also critical that the visual timelines be discrete when addressing sensitive topics such as sex to protect participants’ privacy. Predefined labels (e.g., specific emotions or relationships) may bias participants; therefore, the researcher needs to ensure participants feel empowered to use their own words and gain insight into their meaning (36). Although not unique to visualization timelines, they rely on recall and involve the researcher actively engaging with participants such that there may be biases in participants’ responses.

Considerations for conducting online data collection with youth

In the following section, we provide practical advice for researchers considering using online methods to gather qualitative data from youth to inform intervention development. We present these recommendations in the form of questions that a researcher can ask themselves and can inform both whether and which methods are appropriate and once chosen, how to maximize their success.

What is the research question to be addressed?

Where appropriate, online technologies can expand and enhance how qualitative research is undertaken with youth. However, it is critical to ensure that the research question that needs to be addressed informs the modality used to collect the data, and not the other way around. It is easy to get excited by the novelty of online methodologies but the decision to collect online qualitative data and the method to use should be driven by the intent and desired content of the data to be collected.

Does data collection become intervention?

Although perhaps not specific to online methodologies, it is important for researchers to consider whether participation in study activities may constitute an intervention in itself. For example, in the We Prevent study described above, participants created visual timelines of their relationships. Their critical reflection on the timelines may have constituted intervention, prompting them to make changes to their relationships. Additionally, Ybarra et al. [2014] (24) found that the majority of the 75 sexual minority male adolescents who participated in an asynchronous FGDs study reported either changes in attitudes or views about sex, plans regarding future behavior change and/or a reduced sense of isolation (24). On a practical note, participants who are involved in the online formative phase should not be included in the testing of the eventual intervention to avoid contamination effects.

What technology platform should be used to collect formative data?

It is critical to ensure that platforms used to engage and communicate with youth are secure, easy to use,
and function even in low-bandwidth settings. Further, protecting the privacy and confidentiality of participants must be a critical factor influencing choice. Once selected, it is equally important that participants understand the potential for confidentiality breaches and informed of ways to avoid them (e.g., ensuring they have access to a private space when using web camera, reminding them to log-out of online focus group platform after posting).

**Should the entire research process occur online?**

Some researchers have adopted hybrid models in which online recruitment is augmented by in-person events to create greater buy-in and build initial rapport thereby minimizing the potential for dropouts, poor attendance, and limited engagement. Recently, Zhang et al. [2019] conducted an innovation contest to help design a sexual health campaign and employed both in-person and online engagement strategies. A total of 96 image submissions from 76 participants were received over the 43 days that the contest was open. Participants were twice as likely to have learned about the contest through an in-person event compared to on social media (62). Having some in-person or even telephone confirmation can also serve to assist with minimizing fraudulent participants.

**Who will be conducting/moderating the data collection activities?**

While this is a question that is relevant to in-person qualitative inquiry, researchers conducting activities online must possess an additional set of skills. First, moderators must themselves be adept in using the chosen technology platform including being able to troubleshoot any issues that may arise with participants. Employing moderators who are able to build rapport and quickly put participants at ease is critical for activities using videoconferencing technologies. Moderators must devote their full attention to participants and ensure that distractions (e.g., answering a text message) and/or disturbances (other research staff entering the room) are rare.

**Conclusions**

Innovations in online technologies offer researchers viable, cost-effective and valuable means to collect formative data. The examples provided in this paper demonstrate the acceptability and feasibility of using a range of community-centered online qualitative methodologies with adolescents and youth to inform HIV prevention interventions. Each of these modalities offers unique advantages for research, specifically when working with youth in geographically dispersed areas and engaging youth perspectives on sensitive topics. The use of these methodological innovations has the potential to better position HIV prevention interventions in impacting and meeting the unique needs of youth.
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